
 

Continued good results amongst intermediaries
may have been too tempting for the global tech
firms set to enter the segment with powerful data
tools and techniques. And while digital health
funding is down vs 2021, there is still quite a lot of it.

We love your feedback. Please keep it coming.

Best wishes,
James McGrigor

Read in BUSINESSWIRE

 
International Health
Insurance Countries 
Report 2022 
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This is in line with even greater growth in the
travel segment of >25% CAGR. Both are for sure
good news. But then we hear that 2022 has seen
the biggest annual increase US PMI prices since
2005, a whacking 28% since September 2021!

FOMO continues in the US HI segment over
primary care assets and behavioural care is also
‘up there’ in the popularity stakes, while mental
health apps become even more niche oriented.
Yet again SE Asia front-runs with new digital hubs
and insurances, and there is positive news around
the travel and health markets in China.

IPMI
NEWS 

Everything you need to know from October, 2022

EDITORIAL
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This report from ResearchAndMarkets.com has the latest
information, facts and figures, and research on
healthcare, health insurance, and insurers present in 177
countries. The report says “You may have seen reports
that claim that IPMI business has fallen and this is not
true“. It cites for 2021 several countries report a large
uptake in IPMI and PMI. For 2021 and 2022, IPMI insurers
reports more customers and more revenue. The increase
in waiting lists at state hospitals has driven people to
buy private healthcare and health insurance.  

Welcome to the headlines from October.  The big IPMI news of October relates to
two reports on the positive recovery of the segment during 2022.
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ResearchAndMarkets.com also recently launched Global
Health Insurer Profiles 

Health & Protection’s second international private
medical insurance (IPMI) event outside the UK
spotlighted North America. The North America
expatriate sector is still a significant, vibrant and vital
one which remains a major source of globally mobile
people and while those figures may be down from the
typical pre-Covid-19 pandemic levels, the recovery is well
underway.  The panel discussed how organisations and
individuals are adapting their approaches to
international assignments and movements, the demand
for more diverse and personalised coverage, and the
opportunities that lie ahead in a highly dynamic
marketplace.

The Future Of A Highly
Dynamic IPMI Market

Read in HEALTHCARE & PROTECTION

Read in RESEARCH & MARKETS
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Read on NEWSWIRECOM

International Citizens Insurance (ICI) is excited to
welcome experienced manager Stephanie Veiga as its
new Director of Operations. The company has also
promoted Andrew Blomberg to the newly created
position of Director of Group Sales to lead its expansion
into group international insurance. It has additionally
expanded its sales staff by adding Sales Development
Representative Helli Patel.

International Medical Group (IMG) has

made two key appointments,

including installing Amanda Winkle as

chief operating officer (COO). The

insurer has also appointed Sophie

Cummins as regional business

development manager for the UK and

Rest of World within its international

private medical insurance (IPMI)

business, ahead of product expansion

in 2023. Cummins will be responsible

for driving growth within the IPMI

business which covers individuals,

families and group plans.

IMG Appoints COO &
International BDM 

IPMI
NEWS 

Continued Growth At
International Citizens
Insurance Prompts New Hires 
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Team Expands With New Directors of
Group Sales and Operations

Read in HEALTHCARE & PROTECTION
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The latest consumer price index for health insurance

reports an increase of 28.2% since September 2021. 

 Health insurance prices reported their highest yearly

annual increase since the US Bureau of Labor Statistics

(BLS) began posting them in 2005.  According to the

latest data, published on Oct. 13, the price of health

insurance increased 28.2% from September 2021 to

September 2022. That is one of the steepest increases of

all products tracked by the BLS report—only eggs (30.5%

increase), margarine (44%), airfare (42%), food in

employee facilities such as canteens (91%), and fuel and

gas (58% and 33%, respectively) had higher increases

year-over-year.

Read in QUARTZ
Read in HEALTHCARE & PROTECTION
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Read in FIERCE HEALTH

UnitedHealth Group Inc expects to meet Wall Street's

loftier expectations for 2023 profit after the health

insurer raised its annual profit forecast for the third time,

helped by lower COVID costs.  An industry bellwether

and the first health insurer to report third-quarter

earnings set a positive tone with its 2022 forecast raise

and quarterly profit beat, sending its shares up nearly 3%

and lifted rivals including Humana Inc and Cigna Corp.

INTERNATIONAL
HEALTH
INSURERS

PMI Demand Soaring

Demand for private medical insurance (PMI) is soaring

among individuals and businesses but customers want

more than just their cover, according to Tina Jennings,

general secretary of the Association of Medical Insurers

and Intermediaries (AMII). Speaking at Laing Buisson’s

private acute care conference, Jennings (pictured)

revealed that AMII is constantly collecting data to

discover what is happening in the marketplace and has

found that while more people are buying private medical

insurance, they also want more from add-on services. “We

know the marketplace for the first time has shifted

upwards,” Jennings told delegates.

US Health Insurance Prices
Went Up Nearly 30% 
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UnitedHealth Expects Strong
2023 Earnings 
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Over The Past Year

UnitedHealth Closes
Acquisition Of Change
Healthcare 
Just weeks after securing a federal court win allowing their
merger to go forward, UnitedHealth Group has completed
its controversial acquisition of Change Healthcare. The
insurance giant announced the deal's closure. In the
release, UnitedHealth touts the companies' shared vision for
making the healthcare system simpler and more adaptive
to the needs of payers, providers and patients. "The
combination will connect and simplify the core clinical,
administrative and payment processes health care
providers and payers depend on to serve patients.
Increasing efficiency and reducing friction will benefit the
entire health system, resulting in lower costs and a better
experience for all stakeholders," UHG said in the release.

But Customers Want More Add-On And
Support Services – AMII

Read in REUTERS
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Cigna Corporation, a global health service company,

unveiled new insights from the Evernorth Vitality

IndexTM, the largest study on the state of vitality, health

and productivity in America. Findings show that vitality

can be a key driver of personal, business and community

growth, yet less than 20 percent of Americans are living

with high vitality and Generation Z adults (aged 18-24)

have the lowest levels of any age group.  Cigna

developed the Evernorth Vitality Index to fill an

emerging need as people and businesses recover from

the pandemic and seek to improve health and well-

being and drive workforce engagement, retention and

productivity.
Read in PR NEWSWIRE

Read in ITIJ
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Read in FORBES

Apple will start to offer health insurance in 2024 as it

looks to build on the health data it has acquired from

the Apple Watch, an analyst has predicted. CCS Insight

believes that Apple will take its tentative first steps into

the U.S. health insurance market in partnership with a

major insurer, using the health data it’s already

collecting to give it a competitive edge over rivals. 

INTERNATIONAL
HEALTH
INSURERS

Group Health Insurance
Solution Launched 
Group Medical Prestige will be offered through

partnerships with brokers in Singapore.  DocDoc, a digital

health insurance platform, is launching a group health

insurance product with partner QBE Singapore for

employers in Singapore. The product will be offered to

employers via partnerships with brokers from October

2022 and then will be offered in other Asian countries in

future. QBE said that Group Medical Prestige represents

Asia’s first data-driven proactive health insurance

solutions.

Cigna Champions Vitality As A
Next Generation Health
Measure
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Apple Predicted To Launch
Health Insurance In 2024 

Munich Re Provides Insight
On Q3 Results 
Munich Re, which is releasing its finalized third quarter
results on November 8, has provided a peek into the
reinsurer’s quarterly performance. “In Q3 2022, Munich Re
registered higher-than-average major-loss expenditure in
property-casualty reinsurance,” noted the company. “It is
expected that Hurricane Ian caused roughly €1.6 billion in
losses after retrocession for Munich Re; this estimate
remains subject to substantial uncertainty. “Depending on
the outcome of the ongoing quarterly closing – and on
account of sustained encouraging operating performance
in all lines of business and a positive one-off effect at ERGO
Life and Health Germany – Munich Re anticipates a
quarterly profit of about €0.5 billion.”

For Employers In Asia

Read in INSURANCE BUSINESS
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Read in EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

According to a WorkNest poll carried out between June

and August 2022, 79% of employers have not provided

line managers with training to support employees’

mental health and wellbeing, despite 93% being aware

of their responsibilities towards this. This raises the

question of whether employers are doing enough to

support employees’ mental health in today’s climate,

particularly as issues stemming from the cost-of-living

crisis continue.

Read in MOBILE HEALTH NEWS

CVS Health has continued to double down on its behavioral

health efforts. In 2022 it announced a slew of new initiatives

and digital partnerships aimed at improving mental wellbeing.

For example, in August CVS announced a partnership with

telehealth giant Amwell to begin a new virtual primary care

offering, which includes on-demand mental health services.

The service will be rolled out to fully insured Aetna members,

self-insured plan sponsors and CVS Caremark clients in 2023.

Read in BEHAVIORAL HEALTH BUSINESS
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During its earnings call this week, Walgreens' CEO said

the company would invest in an organization currently

achieving EBITDA. During an earnings call Thursday,

Walgreens Boots Alliance CEO Roz Brewer said the

pharmacy retail giant plans to acquire a tech asset as it

boosts its ambitions in healthcare. "We're making

important strides and consistent progress in building

our next growth engine, the U.S. healthcare segment,"

Brewer said on the call.  Brewer said Walgreens'

healthcare strategy is "coming to life" and is far from the

planning stages. It's moving to implement its vision of

consumer-centric, tech-enabled healthcare solutions.

Global Excel Management Inc. (Global Excel), a leading
supplier of global healthcare risk management solutions,
is pleased to announce that it has acquired a majority
ownership in Blue Sky Health Pty Ltd (trading as
Flightcare Global), an innovative company providing a
range of technology-based products and services to help
manage medical events pre-flight, in-flight and on the
ground.

AXA Health Launches
Neurodiversity Services For
Group PMI
AXA Health has launched a neurodiversity assessment
and support service as part of its group private
healthcare scheme. The service, supported by
ProblemShared, will provide members with
neurodiverse conditions access to assessments,
diagnosis and onward assistance, targeted at supporting
staff members with autism, ADHD, dyslexia, dysgraphia
and dyscalculia.  The onward support includes
medication reviews for attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD) and post-assessment group sessions for
autism and ADHD.

Inside CVS Health’s Behavioral
Health Strategy

HEALTH SERVICE
COMPANIES

Global Excel Management To
Partner With Flightcare Global

Are Employers Doing Enough To
Support Employees’ Mental
Health? Why Insurers Flock To Digital

Behavioral Health Companies
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Major payers have increasingly turned to digital
behavioral health providers to fill in the gaps in care not
met by their present services.  In doing so, these payers
seek to address the issues of access, speed to care,
specialist availability, convenience and privacy through
digital platforms. In turn, digital behavioral health
providers gain access to huge swaths of potential
patients, often on an in-network basis. This also allows
other payer customers such as employers and
government entities to vet the growing number of
digital point solutions popping up in behavioral health.

Walgreens Seeks To Acquire 
A Tech Asset 
To Expand Its Healthcare Offerings

Read in BEHAVIORAL HEALTH BUSINESS

Read in COVER magazine

Read in IPMI magazine
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Big Tech Firms Would Bring Intermediary Competition 

Technology firms are most likely to enter the insurance sector as
competition for intermediaries but their mining of vast amounts of
customer data could limit access for certain customer groups, the
UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) is warning. The points came
as the regulator is seeking views on the potential competition
benefits and drawbacks of big technology firms such as Google, 

Marsh McLennan has reported an 8% increase in revenue, on

an underlying basis, sitting at US$4.77 billion in the third

quarter of 2022. Growth was driven across all geographies,

with operations outside of the US and Canada producing

underlying revenue growth of 11%. The global professional

services firm posted a net income of $546 million for the third

quarter of 2022, or $1.08 per diluted share, compared to $1.05

in the same period last year.

Yulife Announces US Launch To
Broaden Reach Into Global
Markets

Marsh Mclennan Shares
Latest Financial Results

Life insurtech YuLife has officially launched in the United States (US)
after completing several funding rounds, which brought its total
investment to $206m (£181m).  Investors in the insurtech include asset
management giant T. Rowe Price Associates, Dai-ichi Life, Creandum,
LocalGlobe, Target Global, Latitude, Anthemis, OurCrowd, Notion,
MMC and Eurazeo.  The expansion into the US will allow YuLife to
broaden its reach into global markets and upscale its product range. 
 Its current proposition is built upon rewards and benefits to
employees for wellness activities and healthy habit changes using a
gamified app that incorporates artificial intelligence and behavioural
analytics.

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT
INTERMEDIARIES
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But Data Mining Could Risk Customer Access To
Insurance – FCA 

 Amazon or Apple entering the UK insurance sector as intermediaries
or as providers of consumer data to underwriters.  The regulator’s
discussion paper is seeking views on the potential competition benefits
and harms from big tech firms’ entry into a range of retail financial
services sectors.
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Why Declining Investment
Could Be Positive For The
Digital Health Sector
During a discussion at the Frontiers Health Global Hybrid Conference,
panelists said a more competitive funding environment could push
startups and investors to focus on quality.  Digital health funding has
slowed compared with the massive investment seen last year. But
some investors say the downturn could have a positive side for the
market.  "It's hard to look at 2021 – which I think in hindsight will turn
out to be anomalous – and feel like people were making smart bets,
that they were being disciplined, that they were being thoughtful
about valuations. I think we're going to see a lot of cautionary tales out
of last year," Robert Garber, partner at 7wireVentures, said during a
discussion at the Frontiers Health Global Hybrid Conference this week.  
Though a down market is painful for startup leaders trying to raise
capital, Tanja Dowe, CEO of the Debiopharm Innovation Fund, said it
can push entrepreneurs to hone in on the value they're creating.

Startup Motto Launches To
Provide Virtual-First Specialty 

HEALTH TECH 

Calm Announces Clinical Mental
Health Offering

Calm Health, offered

through providers, payers

and self-insured employers,

builds off the company's

acquisition of Ripple Health

Group. Meditation app Calm

revealed a new mental

health product that will be

offered through traditional

healthcare industry players

like providers, payers and

self-insured employers. The

company said the offering,

dubbed Calm Health, will

include condition-specific

programs that are "designed

to bridge the gap between

mental and physical

healthcare." Calm Health

will also include tools for

communication with

providers and caregivers as

well as medication tracking.

The mental health programs

will start with support for

patients with anxiety or

depression, as well as

programs for users as they

prepare for therapy or to

utilize in-between sessions. 

Startup Motto has launched with the aim

to expand access to rheumatology care

by providing a virtual-first platform for

patients living with chronic inflammatory

disease. Motto's app enables patients to

schedule virtual appointments with

rheumatologists, manage symptoms and

receive personalized lifestyle

recommendations, according to

executives. Motto is currently available in

Texas and California and is accepting

major in-network insurers in those states.
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For Patients With Chronic Inflammatory Disease

Calm said it will eventually add mental health programs to

support people with physical conditions like hypertension,

obesity, heart disease and cancer.
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The global travel insurance market growth is projected

to reach US$99 billion by 2030, according to research by

Spherical Insights & Consulting. This reflects a projected

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) around 25 per

cent over the period, from an approximate global

industry value of $13.3 billion in 2021. The Asia-Pacific

market is expected to be the fastest growing over the

forecast period, driven by an increasing number of

organisations in the region seeking to purchase travel

coverage for employees on business travel.

Global Travel Insurance
Market To Reach $99 Billion
By 2030

In light of the rapidly evolving nature of the healthcare
landscape in recent times, Cover Magazine explores the
main trends currently impacting the market.  People
today expect much more than just access to treatment
from their health insurance provider. As a result, private
medical insurance (PMI) propositions have evolved to
offer end-to-end experiences that start with prevention
and go far beyond care itself. By looking at its PMI claims
data from 2021, Vitality identified seven trends that
demonstrate how the healthcare landscape is shifting.
These trends were recently published and explored in
depth in Vitality's Health Claims Insights Report, but
we've provided a brief round-up for you below on key
trends currently impacting the market. 

7 Healthcare Trends 

GENERAL
ARTICLES

Comparing American And
British Attitudes On Health
Care In 2022
Americans and Britons differ societally in many ways.

Perhaps one of the starkest — and most baffling to the

British — is the difference in handling health care. To see

how perspectives on the British socialized health care

system and the United States' largely privatized system

have changed over the last 10 years, YouGov asked a

series of questions — some old, some new.

Singapore: New Digital Insurer
Launched
MoneySmart, a personal finance marketplace,

yesterday launched Bubblegum, Singapore's

newest insurance player, launches today with a

suite of car and travel products that are designed

to give consumers more "bubble for their buck" --

competitive pricing without the trade-offs.

Bubblegum is a digital insurance platform that

enables consumers to purchase and manage their

policies and lodge claims online in a seamless app-

based experience.
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Based On Vitality PMI Claims Data
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Non-Communicable Diseases
Cause 74% Of Global Deaths

GENERAL
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Allianz China Fund Bets On
Reopening 

Non-communicable diseases (NCDs) like heart disease,

cancer and diabetes are responsible for 74% of deaths

globally and cracking down on risk factors could save

millions of lives according to a new report released by

World Health Organisation (WHO).

Limber Health, a digital solution suite for MSK
care, pulls in $11M

Substance use disorder treatment marketplace
Kyros grabs $2.4M

Medicaid-focused virtual behavioral and mental
health provider Brave Health finds $40M

Folx Health lands $30M to expand its suite of
virtual care services for the LGBTQ+ community

NeuroFlow nabs $25M to grow its mental health
patient engagement and management suite

InStride Health, a virtual mental health provider
for kids and teens, brings in $26M

Sonara Health secures $3M for its remote
monitoring, dosing, and opioid management app

Senior-focused virtual mental health startup Rippl
scores $32M
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Allianz Global Investors says China will lift its Covid-Zero

policy in the near term, contrary to the government’s oft-

stated goals, driving a reopening trade that will revive

markets.  Anthony Wong, lead manager for the $1.2

billion All China Equity Fund, said it’s time to buy shares

in the tourism and leisure sectors, such as duty-free

shops and hotel chains. They’re among the biggest

overweights in his portfolios, alongside renewable

energy, electric vehicle supply chain and health care,

which he expects to benefit from the nation’s structural

growth trends.

As Xi Stands By Covid Zero
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